MAE Truck Policy for Reservation and Usage

1. The MAE Truck is not approved to be used for travel in place of a car rental.

2. Usage of the MAE Truck cannot exceed 100 miles per round trip.

3. Requester/driver understands that weekend usage of the MAE Truck requires additional approval.

4. Requester/driver agrees to complete the MAE Truck log accurately and thoroughly, as required for liability purposes.

5. Requester/driver will immediately report any vehicle maintenance concerns or issues to Abdul Benwali (407-882-0086) or Ajith Perera (407-823-0629).

6. Requester/driver agrees to remove all trash when returning the MAE Truck.

7. Requester/driver will return the MAE truck key to the office before 5:00 pm.

8. If you have any questions about this MAE Truck Policy for Reservation and Usage, please contact Abdul Benwali (407-882-0086) or Ajith Perera (407-823-0629) for clarification before submitting your request.